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The Arts of Fashion Foundation is the first American organization to bring together emerging fashion student designers from around the world to share and celebrate creativity in fashion. The Arts of Fashion Foundation is a 501(c) (3), public, non-profit San Francisco based organization, linking both academics and professionals alike and is dedicated to fostering international cultural exchange through the creation of a variety of educational events meant to facilitate critical thinking among artists, designers, scholars and students.

GOAL OF THE FOUNDATION

The primary focus of the Foundation is the continuous support of creativity and design in fashion and the arts linked to it.

The Arts of Fashion Foundation is the first American organization to bring together emerging fashion student designers from around the world to share and celebrate creativity in fashion.

PROGRAMS OF THE FOUNDATION

The Arts of Fashion Foundation has always demonstrated, through its 12 years of existence, the quality and integrity needed to promote creativity and advance the education of students within a global fashion landscape and within the actual academic structure; through the different activities it had already initiated such as:

- The AoF-Competition itself for fashion and design students.
- The MasterClass-Series where fashion professionals are teaching their vision, philosophy, methodology, and creativity to students.
- The Tandem-Series of lectures and seminars presented by eminent fashion personalities on fashion contemporary subjects.
- The Fashion.edu-Series of lectures presented by the Academia.
- The CarteBlanche-Series where young rising arts of fashion talents exhibit their work and research.
- The CineToile-Series which honor each year a different director with a specific public movies and videos projection of fashion.
- The Debut-Series which introduce three designers presenting their very first collection.

THROUGH MEMBERSHIP AND DONATION, YOUR SUPPORT IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE ARTS OF FASHION FOUNDATION TO CONTINUE ITS ACTIVITIES.